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Condor summit soft shell jacket sizing

Идеален за хладен климат, SoftShell jacket Condor съчетава комфорт с висока тактическа полезност. Това яке е изработено от тъкан, която запазва тялото топлина, за да ви топли и се обработва с водоустойчив DuPont тефлон покритие, за да ви държи сух през цялото време. Той също така разполага с цип под мишниците за
вентилация, за да предотврати прегряването и стаен капак за допълнителна защита от елементите, когато възникне необходимост. Много джобният дизайн включва два джоба на раменете, джоб на предницата и два вътрешни джоба за съхранение на скрита обвивка. С цип с YKK с леко захващане, с двоен цип, това яке е толкова
гъвкаво, колкото и удобно. Features and Specifications of Condor Summit SoftShell Jacket Outer layer: 100% polyester, four-way elastic, high-density fabric Mid layer: Breathable film membrane Inner layer: Lined with 150 g/m² 100% fleece Treated with DuPont Teflon for moisture, grime and stain resistance Fabric wicks away moisture and retains body
heat Stowaway hood for additional weather protection Vented underarms Two shoulder pockets Two internal pockets with media port Two slash chest pockets Forearm pocket Full-front YKK zipper with easy-grip double zipper pull Drawstring waistband for a perfect fit NTOA member tested and recommended Available Colours: Black, Graphite, Olive Drab,
Tan, and Navy Blue SIZE CHART Size XS SM MD LG XL 2XL 3XL   A - Body Length (Front) 21.8 22.5 23.25 24 25.4 26.75 28.3 55.37cm 57.15cm 59.05cm 60.96cm 64.52cm 67.95cm 71.88cm   B - Chest Width 21.5 22.5 23.25 24 25.4 26.75 28.3 54.61cm 57.15cm 59.05cm 60.96cm 64.52cm 67.95cm 71.88cm   C - Shoulder Width 18.1 19 19.5 20.5 21.25
22 23 45.97cm 48.26cm 49.53cm 52.07cm 53.98cm 55.88cm 58.42cm   D - Collar (Circumference) 20.5 21.25 22 22.8 23.6 24.4 25.2 52.07cm 53.98cm 55.88cm 57.91cm 59.94cm 61.98cm 64.00cm   E - Collar Height 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 10.67cm 10.67cm 10.67cm 10.67cm 10.67cm 10.67cm 10.67cm   F - Hip Width 20.5 21.25 22 22.8 24.2 25.6 27.2
52.07cm 53.98cm 55.88cm 57.91cm 61.47cm 65.02cm 69.09cm   G - Body Length (Back) 27.4 28.75 29.2 29.5 30 30.75 31.5 69.57cm 73.03cm 74.17cm 74.93cm 76.20cm 78.11cm 80.01cm   H - Arm Opening 10.25 10.6 11 11.5 11.8 12.2 12.8 26.04cm 26.92cm 27.94cm 29.21cm 29.97cm 30.99cm 32.51cm   I - Sleeve Length 24.4 25.2 25.8 26.4 27 27.4
27.75 61.98cm 64.01cm 65.53cm 67.06cm 68.58cm 69.60cm 70.49cm   J - Cuff Opening 4.5 4.75 5 5.1 5.3 5.5 5.7 11.43cm 12.07cm 12.70cm 12.95cm 13.46cm 13.97cm 14.48cm Help other Outdoor Tactical Australia users shop smarter by writing reviews for products you have purchased. Напишете продуктов преглед Тактически Gear Australia
предоставя правителствени агенции и клиенти в Австралия, Нова Зеландия, SE Азия и Тихоокеански острови със специализирани продукти и border agencies, security and military operations. Our management solutions include riot control equipment, less than lethal, armor, crime investigation and evidence collection, uniforms, clothing and
operational equipment and products. Your browser does not appear to have cookies enabled. To check, enable browser cookies and refresh the page. If you are still having problems, please contact our customer relations department at 636-680-8051. © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its Success affiliates! You are successfully logged in. Error! Invalid
logon credentials. Warning! A user with multiple logon redirects. We have upgraded our site and you will need to reset your password for security purposes. Click here to receive an email with password reset instructions. Success! The e-mail was sent. Warning! The user does not have an e-mail. Warning! The user has a new password. If you have an
account with us, please enter your username and password below and we will register you! I bought this as a gift for my bf, which is 6'2 and consistent 3x. It fits perfectly in size, length and sleeve length. It was not bulky in appearance, it was relatively low weight and he said it was convenient. But he said it made him warm up... if there is such a thing? He also
had a problem with very high front pockets and the collar was a lump due to the closed lid. Even though we went back to it, I intend to get one for me because it was very nice and I don't believe in being too warm. Pros: Cons: Front pockets were awkwardly high. The hood in the neck made the collar a little uncomfortable. Most used for: Will recommend: Yes
0 to 0 find the following review useful. Did it help you? Let'| You didn't say this review wasn't helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Report abuse Share Taken forever to get ( festive season) paid full price for 87 $ after a sale price was taken the wrong amount sent,then why five stars? The jacket is well worth the price, has an expensive tactical look that
makes you notice! I would recommend: Yes 0 on 1 find the following review useful. Did it help you? Let'| You didn't say this review wasn't helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Report abuse Partition Jacket works as you expect. The collar with a hood, the fun in it, is quite rigid and does not want to lie on his shoulders, prefers to stick directly to the jacket
open. Depending on how you like to wear your jacket, this can be a great or terrible thing. I'm working on repackaging the collar to see if I can help change that. Otherwise, the jacket works quite well it was not in rain at the moment, but I suspect it at least keeps me half-dried. The zipper is functional, but it needs to be swied a little. Considering the price that
is not bad Pros: windproof looks on well made. Lightweight and not isolated Disadvantages: Light and not isolated. Be prepared Zippers can be a little nervous on the main sizing for me is a little unusual. But keep in mind that it is best used for: Cover jacket for spring or autumn with a base layer and a middle layer. And waiting for the opportunity for each Mr.
Rain I will recommend: Yes 0 to 0 find the following review useful. Did it help you? Let'| You didn't say this review wasn't helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Report Abuse Share I bought this because I needed a new rain jacket. It works very well, but I have the zipper at the bottom mess and begins to crumble, although it was compressed once, I hope
not again. There was also these little tabs under the hips, and one was caught and torn with little or no effort. Still functioning, just wants to sew it with a harder material. Pros: Cons: Most used for: You would recommend: Yes 0 to 0 find the following review useful. Did it help you? Let'| You didn't say this review wasn't helpful. Do you want to change your
vote? Report abuse share big deal and fast delivery! Quality jacket and not too bulky. Raincoat, warm fleece and lots of pockets. OpticsTay offers the best deal for this jacket. Other places were $90+! I'm glad I found him here. I would recommend: Yes 0 to 0 find the following review useful. Did it help you? Let'| You didn't say this review wasn't helpful. Do you
want to change your vote? Report abuse Share Best jacket I've ever had for under $60! The jacket comes with very useful pockets, is waterproof, and surprisingly warm. The jacket comes with zippers to help cool the core, it also has a layer that does not allow the wind to pass, but somehow manages to breathe and still be waterproof. Keep in mind, buy one
size larger than they usually wear, they work small! I hope this little mini review helps someone get out of the fence whether or not to buy one of these big jackets, FYI the normal price of these jackets delivered is about $90 dollars and I can say clearly that they are worth every penny of this. I was lucky to catch these jackets on sale. I would recommend: Yes
1 of 1 find the following review useful. Did it help you? Let'| You didn't say this review wasn't helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Report abuse Share This jacket is great. It is well made, durable and has nice zippers. It's got tons of storage, waterproof, and it's warm. I like that the hood melts if it's not necessary. He also has breathing armpits. Pros:
Cons: Most used for: You would recommend: Yes 0 to 0 find the following review useful. Did it help you? Let'| You didn't say this review wasn't helpful. Do you want to change your vote? The abuse report has already had the black date, fit and feel great, color ask for better price and quality. It can be worn for many, situations, from practical to tactical, and
Optical Planet, is one of the best places to get it. Pros: Price fit, and feel acceptable color, does what it is designed to do. Cons: Most used for: Will recommend: Yes 0 to 0 find the following review useful. Did it help you? Let'| You didn't say this review wasn't helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Report abuse Share I love all this jacket......... . except for
the main zipper. Looks like you're going to rot when you make ends meet. I've got the jacket for about a month. Sprinkle while I was carrying it and the water pushed away. I was wearing it while riding my bike in 63 degree weather and felt zero air flow through it. I've got it from 25 degrees to 71. Very convenient and almost a form of installation. (It extends
with you). I had a lot of additions from my colleagues saying they spent double the money on similar jackets (minus all pockets and Velcro). Again, the only problem (and I also heard this from a Youtube editor) is the main zipper of the original hook-up. Otherwise, I'd have given him five stars. Pros: Plenty of pockets waterproof Wind Breaker Cons: Best used
for: windy weather Drizzley days would recommend: Yes 1 in 1 found the following review useful. Did it help you? Let'| You didn't say this review wasn't helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Report abuse Share This jacket fits as size states. Great feeling and makes great in light rain to keep you dry. So far, the jacket has been great on windy days. The
jacket has many pockets, which gives you a lot of options when preparing for hiking. Pros: comfortable, Lightwieght sized ideal for AR platform Cons: Best used for: I would recommend: Yes 0 to 0 find the following review useful. Did it help you? Let'| You didn't say this review wasn't helpful. Do you want to change your vote? Report a share of abuse
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